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There is nothing that can equal the love of a mother for her children              
and her constant desire that they get the best in life. In today’s gospel              
we are introduced to a typical Jewish mother who wants the best in             
life for her sons. She is no different from a typical Irish mother who              
would share the passion of this woman in wanting the very best for             
her sons. 
 
We all know that she is asking the impossible, that her two sons             
James and John be guaranteed the highest status in the newly           
established Kingdom of God which I’m sure she thought was of this            
world and not the future kingdom of  heaven. 
 
However, her request provides Jesus with an opportunity to explain          
the full and true nature of what it is to be a citizen of the new                
kingdom, the kingdom to which we belong as Christians. He explains           
that to be members of his kingdom they must be prepared to ‘drink             
the cup that he must drink,’ in other words they must follow the path              
Jesus himself followed even to the point of facing death for their            
belief and conviction. The response of James and John is unanimous           
and unequivocal: ‘We are able.’ Jesus then outlines to them that they            
will follow a path of humility that will lead to fullness in the kingdom.  
 
What is the path of Jesus if not one big metaphor of a pilgrimage              
through life to the ultimate destination of the heavenly Zion. Jesus in            
his lifetime turned his face towards Jerusalem and walked the          
pilgrimage to the place where he would redeem the world through his            
passion, death and resurrection. His whole life is one of constant           
movement, constant pilgrimage to the ultimate destination of being         
reunited with the Father and being made whole again.  
 



On his way he meets all sorts of challenges and obstacles which he             
overcomes. Each challenge presents an opportunity to go deeper in his           
knowledge of who God is and what God is calling him to do. 
As Christians, followers of Christ we are called to follow that path            
too. We are invited on a pilgrimage which will lead to an ultimate             
goal of being made whole again in the presence of the divine God. St              
Paul, in the second letter to the Corinthians explains the course of life             
the Christian pilgrim must endure in order to arrive at the promised            
land of wholeness in God. He writes to the citizens of Corinth: 
 
‘We have this treasure in clay jars, so that it may be made clear that               
this extraordinary power belongs to God and does not come from us.            
We are afflicted in every way, but not crushed; perplexed, but not            
driven to despair; persecuted, but not forsaken; struck down, but not           
destroyed; always carrying in the body the death of Jesus, so that the             
life of Jesus may also be made visible in our bodies. For while we              
live, we are always being given up to death for Jesus’ sake, so that the               
life of Jesus may be made visible in our mortal flesh.’ 
 
From the very beginning of the bible we observe that it is the story of               
the movement of a pilgrim people to the promised land. Abraham was            
the wandering Aramaean who found favour with God and journeyed          
to a land dedicated for his use. The Exodus is a story of a people on                
pilgrimage to the promised land across the Jordan. The journey of the            
people of the bible is one which is not easy but full of persecution,              
hardship, endurance, pain and joy, and the list goes on.  
 
This is a path we have agreed to take in our baptismal promises. We              
are called to walk the pilgrimage of life in the direction of Christ as he               
leads us to the Father. This pilgrim way is not guaranteed to be easy.              
The contrary is true. Life on the way as well as being full of joy it is                 
also full of hardship, pain, suffering and grief. There is nothing easy            
about the pilgrim way of the Christian. What is guaranteed is that we             
come to know the compassion and empathy of God as she walks with             



us on that pilgrimage, suffering what we suffer and enduring what we            
endure. 
 
 
 
Conscious of what we are celebrating today we know that from           
ancient times the concept of ‘Pilgrimage’ has been deeply associated          
with the life of the Christian. The most enduring pilgrim way as we             
know is that of the Way to Santiago de Compostela. For centuries            
pilgrims have walked various routes to this ancient city and cathedral           
to renew and transform their lives. The Way is a symbol or            
microcosm of the pilgrimage of life and through engaging in the           
process of pilgrimage we can come to grow more fully into ourselves            
and ultimately in to God. 
 
I am a firm believer that when we are close to ourselves we are close               
to God. We find God in the depths of our heart and emotion, In our               
joy and our pain. When we walk on pilgrimage we come face to face              
with our interior life and demons. We cannot escape the things that            
haunt us or trouble us. We cannot but observe our own life and how              
we engage with other people and life around us. I am always struck on              
how people who engage in pilgrimage like the Santiago enter a           
complete transformation and renewal and indeed come to make life          
changing decisions in a way that was impossible to do hitherto           
because of feelings of being stuck and stagnant.  
 
Today we are celebrating the wonderful occasion of the Irish Camino           
and our part in it. How delightful that we have all come together to              
celebrate our participation in promoting the life of the Camino and           
encouraging people to join the Camino as a way of deepening and            
renewing faith. 
 
In a post Christian society it has never been more important for us as              
Christians to unite together to witness to the Christian way of life and             
our commitment to prayer, fellowship and sharing. The ancient         



Camino represents a Church in an undivided pre-denominational time         
when all was one. The Camino is a symbol of Unity in a divided              
world. That unity is expressed in so many different ways. People           
walking on the Camino have a common purpose and a common goal.            
Even though emanating from different backgrounds and traditions the         
Camino has that effect of uniting and bonding that no other spiritual            
enterprise accomplishes. 
 
It is a joy for us in Christ Church to be part of the Irish Camino. There                 
is huge significance in the cathedral being a passport station on the            
Camino. This is in keeping with our foundation as a monastic site            
where people received refreshment on their way to Townsend street          
and on to Santiago. We feel in the cathedral that we have been drawn              
in to the bosom of the Camino society and welcomed as a valued             
partner. Coming in from the isolation of division is heart-warming          
and enlivening and we are committed to doing all we can to promote             
the life of the Camino and its Irish context. 
 
On passing Christ Church you will observe the hoarding surrounding          
the works that are currently being carried out on the cathedral           
grounds. Part of the development is the installation of a full sized            
labyrinth. Pilgrimage can take many forms and the labyrinth is one of            
the most ancient. Through walking the labyrinth the pilgrim is invited           
to enter into deep reflection and a spiritual awakening. I am very            
happy that the labyrinth will be a major feature for those who are             
visiting as much as for native Dubliners. This year is proving a very             
special year in the life of the cathedral when not only are we             
developing the grounds but also we are rejoicing the return of the            
heart of St Laurence O’Toole, patron of this city of Dublin. 
 
Over the years I have learned that one needs to be very careful when              
embarking on a pilgrimage of any sort because inevitably it leads to a             
transformation of our lives. I would safely say that I owe the            
discovery of my vocation to my early days’ pilgrimages to Knock.           
When we openly engage in pilgrimage we openly engage with          



ourselves and enliven our spiritual connection with the God of the           
universe and the Lord of Life. I have yet to embark on the Camino              
pilgrimage But I look forward to that day when I can travel to the              
centre of my spiritual heart. My prayer is that all who have not yet              
discovered the transformation that pilgrimage brings will take courage         
and make the first step. Amen. 
 
 
 
 






